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THE BLUEPRINT:
Web
design
proposal
- Jade Jiang

THE TUTORIAL:

INTRODUCTION:

Abstract
This proposal is for a web based instructional learning tutorial, teaching the essential skills required to sketch urban environments. The following proposal will be broken down into
multiple parts, each focusing on the process and development of a proposed instructional learning website. The
proposal will outline the process of research, ideation, iteration and refinement in order to produce a final, high-fidelity
mock-up of the website.

Web based learning (WBL) can be an extremely powerful tool; we
can teach and learn specific content despite the barriers of distance
and time. Whilst this medium has extreme potential, where most
WBL sites fail short is in incorporating principles of effective learning
(Cook, 2007). Therefore, the content and “instructional situation”
(Davidson-Shivers…et al, 2018) of a website is vital to its gauge of
efficacy and success. Defining the postulates of: goal(s), context,
learners, and instructional content (Davidson, 1990) is thus pivotal to
a website’s capacity to keep the user engaged and orientated.

FUNCTION AND GOALS:
From the get-go I knew I wanted to make a website on Urban Sketching, it was something
which I find as a niche thing, and the existing web tutorials on this topic are either all blog
posts, or they are extremely static. Content wise, they still teach the topic however, the lack of
cohesive design and interaction makes these websites unengaging.

Instruction

Media

Social Networking

The proposed web-based tutorial is intended to teach the essential skills required to
sketch urban environments. This means that the website functions to familiarise the user
with new terminology and new applications of sketching techniques. The website is to be
didactic and direct. Once the tutorial is completed, users can take these skills and apply
them to a myriad of subject matters. This is as the tutorial will teach a basic skill subset
required for users to apply to different contexts. The web tutorial can be done anywhere
as long as they have a sketchbook and pencil/pen, as reference pictures will also be
provided. Ideally however, it will be easier for the user to have a desk or table that they
can lean on for sketching.
Furthermore, no prior experience will be expected, as each exercise will build upon the
previous to guide the users to produce a fully rendered sketch. The goal of the website is
to combine the elements of instruction, media and social networking design within one
cohesive webpage. The pros and cons of designing for digital platforms were also taken
into consideration, as the website implies affordances and user interactions (Norman,
1999) to create an interactive experience; these include scrolling, clicking, typing, dragging
and pinching.

INFORMATION
DESIGN:

LEARNING THEORY:
The foundations of designing any instructional system should be based in pedagogy and the way
in which we learn something; we must firstly understand how we learn in order to understand
how to teach.
There is a myriad of learning theories, out of these emerge three commonly accepted models:
behaviourism, cognitivism, and constructivism (Davidson-Shivers…et al, 2018; Hadjerrouit,
2006; Ormrod, 2016). By understanding a student’s learning process and preference, we can
apply this theory by adapting our teaching and pedagogical principles (Simandan, 2013) to cater
for these variations.

Behaviourism

We learn in a
multitude of
ways

Constructivism

Cognitivism

Behaviourism

Cognitivism

Constructivism

Main features:

Main features:

Main features:

- Passive process of
learning
- Transfer of information
(objective learning
- Used to grasp initial
concepts

- Active process of
learning
- Personal interpretation
of content
- Fosters a deeper
understanding

- Active process of
learning
- Takes context and
the social milieu into
account
- Sharing is key

Holistic learning experience

LEARNING THEORY:
Here’s a deeper look into learning theories and their implementation within an online context,
concerning the web based learning website.

Behaviourism is a theory which defines learning as a behavioural
change in the disposition of a student. This assumes that learning is
objective, meaning that the goal of learning is to simply transfer
knowledge from the teacher to the student, however this is a
“passive process” (Hadjerrouit, 2006); meaning that learners are
unable to showcase individuality or independence. Whilst this
model is criticised for producing rote learning, it is suitable for
teaching beginner learners.

Cognitivism describes a more active process of learning, where
learners build upon their prior knowledge and experience; it’s
about “how the learner interprets what happens” (Mayer, as cited
in Davidson-Shivers…et al, 2018). Hence, this results in a deeper
level of comprehension and understanding (Marzano, as cited
within Tileston, 2011). Achieving congruence to the learner’s level
of cognition is thus, pivotal to the effectiveness of a website’s
information architecture.

Lastly, constructivism is a theory which states that learners
construct meaning accordingly to their immediate context. This
takes the cultural assumptions and social negotiations of the
learner into account, meaning that users learn better as content is
shared; “the more it [knowledge] is shared, the more it is learned”
(Hadjerrouit, 2006). Hence, the web tutorial will also include a
social aspect, where users are able to share their sketches with
each other, fostering a sense of community.

THEORY APPLICATION:
A great tutorial is built upon not only on the content being presented, but
also on how we teach it, satisfying behavioural, cognitive and constructivist
learning. Furthermore, a good tutorial will not present instruction in one
large section; it should be broken into appropriately clustered chunks of
information (Merriënboer & Kester, 2014).

Site
structure:

The website will be chunked
accordingly to make information more
digestible. This will be achieved through
both formative and summative
assessment (Tileston, 2011), in which
declarative objectives, procedural
knowledge and feedback configures the
learning process.

In order for the user to utilise this
teaching style, the web tutorial
will be broken up into a loop of
declarative objectives and
procedural objectives (Tileston,
2011), with quizzes and feedback
being constantly provided for
the user to track their learning.

Exercise loop

Declarative
information
Formative
feedback
Procedural
information
Summative results
Assessment
and review

Final results and
social sharing

As seen: The tutorial will loop through providing declarative information, procedural knowledge and assessments as a gauge of progress and formative
assessment. After the tutorial is completed a social sharing page is avaliable to
connect with others

THEORY APPLICATION:
Declarative knowledge:
The web tutorial will be chunked into steps and contain the following declarative objectives, catering
for behavioural learning. In learning these declarative objectives, the users will gather facts and
definitions; they are not yet employing their knowledge by actually sketching. Users will learn the:

Aa
Tools and materials
required

The associated
vocabulary

Difference between low
and high rendering

Attributes of simple
shapes

This declarative knowledge will also be tested through interactive multiple-choice and true-false
based quizzes, adhering to the questioning techniques proposed by Fisher and Frey (2007) to
effectively gauge user progress.

Procedural knowledge:
After learning these declarative objectives, users will learn how to implement them through
procedural objectives. As implied, procedural objectives require the user to practically employ their
knowledge to the learning process, elevating the learning experience from behaviourism, to
cognitivism and constructivism. The web tutorial will build upon declarative knowledge as users will
learn how to:

Use tools to sketch

Sketch using different
techniques

Render a sketch within
multiple fidelities

Break down complex
forms into shapes

Procedural objectives build upon declarative information, requiring the user to practically apply their
knowledge through their own interpretations (adhering to cognitivist learning). This increases
self-autonomy (Tileston, 2011), as users feel more independent of their own learning.

THEORY APPLICATION:
Another aspect of effective teaching lies within the continual evaluation of user progress, achieved
through formative and summative assessment.

Formative assessment:
Formative assessment is a gauges of student progress throughout the learning process, given
through feedback (Brookhart, 2001); it tracks the meeting of instructional goals (Black et al...2009).
This is helpful not only in determining the effectiveness of a tutorial but is valuable as users need to
be cognisant of their progress since it will be self directed. As the web tutorial will be voluntary, we
also want users to feel self-efficient, encouraging the user capacity to feel successful by “deal[ing]
with prospective situations” (Bandura, 1982) independantly; incrementally instilling confidence and
lessening assistance (Ormrod, 2016). The web tutorial will foster user self-efficacy as users will be:

Given the capacity to be
successful through
achievements and
checkpoints

Encouraged to develop their own
drawing style and artistiuc autonomy
through a social networking system,
allowing users to simultaneously share
their sketches and gain inspiration

Provided with
development goals
and objectives prior
to the lesson

Summative assessment:
Contrarily, summative assessments are given at the end, assessing a learner’s mastery of a topic.
This means that the content being taught is broken up into step-by-step blocks that users can build
upon; the content is chunked into a “sequenced set of sub skills” (Popham, as cited in Tileston, 2011)
to attain an enhanced instructional outcome.
The final aspect of the web tutorial will lie within a summative assessment, in which all the content
which has been taught will be tested. Both declarative and procedural knowledge will be tested,
after which a feedback review (Fisher and Frey, 2007) and close of the topic will be conducted. This
final feedback is better known as a summary and close (Davidson-Shivers…et al, 2018), and will
consist of three components. These are as follows:

1

Solidify
information
retention

2

Remediate
unment objectives
within the user

3

Present more
opportunities to
enhance performance

CONTENT:
Information
architecture:

Before the content for the website
was written, an affinity diagram was
made outlining the information
required, hence the website will
heavily be centered around the
needs of the user.

These sticky notes were then
grouped and categorised by
function, complexity and
principles. (Note: the key below
outlining the declarative and
procedural knowledge)

As seen below, five categories emerged from the affinity groups created. This will thus be translated
into sub-sections within the website. Because of this, the website tutorial will be broken up into five
‘mini-exercises,’ each adhering to a sucessful learning flow by first establishing declarative knowledge,
following by a procedural exercise and review.
Additionally, the tutorial is intended to be completed in a linear fashion as each exercise builds upon
the one which preceeds it. This structure however can be broken as users may have more advanced
pre-requisite knowledge.

Affinity diagram of content

CONTENT:
Sitemap:

A site map was then created in
order to showcase the main
webpage sequencing. Although
intended to be finished in a linear
progression, the website also caters
for multiple levels of prior knowledge, as some beginners may have
different experiences with drawing.

Whilst the landing page is the first
page visited, it doesn’t serve as
the ‘Home’ page. The home page
will instead be the menu in which
the user can choose their specific
exercise from; allotting user
convenience as they can leave the
site and pick back up anytime.

Landing page

Main Pages
Tutorial Menu

Sketching
objects

Shading
objects

Pencil street
sketch

If all exercises completed

Finish Page

Social sharing

Pen street
sketch

Detailing
techniques

CONTENT:
This site map was then broken
down further to showcase the
progression of the information
architecture within the respective
exercise sequences.

Information
Architecture Sitemap:

Tutorial Menu

Landing page

START

Sketching objects
General
overview

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Objectives

Informative
content

Instruction
overview

Exercises

Review and
summary

Shading objects
General
overview

Pencil street sketch
General
overview

Pen street sketch
General
overview

Detailing techniques
General
overview

Social sharing

Finish Page

If all exercises completed

VISUAL AND
INTERACTION
DESIGN:

VISUAL DESIGN:
Ideation

Screens:

For ideation, the most variation and
deliberation lie within picking a landing
page and menu page. I realised that the
rest of my tutorial was extremely
reliant on the content being presented,
hence it was vital to define a clear, yet
flexible theme which I could adapt.

The major tell-tale of the
narrowing down process was the
adaptation of a format for both
desktop AND the mobile. The
majority of these designs
favoured one and not the other.
Hence, selection was made
based on appropriation.

VISUAL DESIGN:
Refinement

Eventually, I decided on the above
designs for the landing and menu
pages. This is as although it’s
extremely simple, it’s adaptability
is extremely important to the
website visual design; this website
is not only going to be made for
the desktop computer, but also
for the mobile.

I chose the ‘icon menu’ as my
tutorial is on sketching, hence
it is extremely image and
graphics based. My plan is to
translate this as best as I can,
making the website reflexive
of this content and learning
ethos.

The rest of the visual design and layout will be further defined, and then
refined within the wireframes and mockups. I find that I work best through trial
and error, hence I iterated not through more sketches, but through the wireframing of elements.

INTERACTION:
Interaction design
ideation:

Sketches and jotted notes were
first made to get an idea of
intteraction features and it’s
integration within the website.

Some of the above features and methods have been utilised within the interactive
tutorial are depicted in the website. Not all of these features however were utilised as
the translation of them from desktop to mobile wouldn’t be practical.
The main interaction is a quiz which will be provided at the end of each exercise
guaging formative feedback. Additionally, web pages will include gifs, hover-over
images, close passage challenges and external links. This moves the learning process
from passive to active, making the most of the web medium. Hence, this aggregates
into a holistic learning experience. More detailed interaction design will be featured
and annotated within the completed wireframes and mockups of the website.

DESKTOP
AND
MOBILE
WIREFRAMES:

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
Iteration one
Users will first interact with the website through a landing page,
essentially welcoming users into the ‘Sketchy’ tutorial. From here,
they will encounter the main page, the exercise selection.
Although the tutorial is made to be done sequentially, users
can choose which exercise they would like to complete in order
to give the user a greater sense of learning autonomy and
self-efficacy (Tileston, 2011; Bandura, 1982). Once within the
exercise, users undertake a linear tutorial, as seen below.

WIREFRAME
INTERACTION
KEY:

Click
Scroll

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
Not only images will be featured throughout the website,
but also gifs and videos. This hence makes use of the
nature of web learning. Furthermore, interaction is provided within the assessment quiz and parallax scrolling.

WIREFRAME INTERACTION
KEY:
Click

Scroll

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
Iteration one evaluation
Whilst I’m happy with the overall visual theme and interactions, I still feel as though they can
be refined. As seen below, I created a list of pros and cons, of which I drew upon to refine within
the next wireframe iteration.

Pros:

- Information architecture flows
nicely and adheres to research
- Option to choose exercise
- Progress bar helpful
- Good assessment at the end
- Clear signifiers

Cons:

- Not many affordances avaliable,
too much clicking
- Not much interaction
- Menu page seems bootleg
- Can’t back out after exercise
- Landing page looks bad
- Some pages can be condensed

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
Iteration two
From iteration one, I condensed and edited the page structure to refine
user flow. I also added an introductionary sequnce, transitioning the
landing page to the home page. I made the graphics larger as this lends
to as thia creates an enriched visceral experience (Dyer, 2017).
Additionally, users are allowed the affordance of scrolling between
pages, as users respond more positively to scrolling as opposed to
separate tabs (Peytchev, Couper, McCabe and Crawford, 2006).

Click

WIREFRAME
INTERACTION
KEY:

Scroll
Click or
Scroll

Click or scroll to flick through
the different exercise options

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
The user has to click rather than scroll within some
pages, creating a greater sense of finalisation as
opposed to a continuation of previous content.
This is apparent within the start and end of each
exercise walkthrough section.

WIREFRAME INTERACTION
KEY:
Click

Scroll

Click or
Scroll

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
Click

WIREFRAME
INTERACTION
KEY:

Scroll
Click or
Scroll

The user is also walked through a social sharing option at the end of the website; this was originally in
the site maps however I somehow forgot to include this within the sketches and previous mockups. I
also added a ‘finished’ page, as users will attain a greater sense of achievement once the tutorial has
been completed. This ‘Congrats’ screen however, will only be displayed if the user has gone through
and done all the exercises.

DESKTOP WIREFRAMES:
Improvements from iteration one
From iteration one, I tweaked quite a few things. These aren’t limited to, but include the following:
- Social sharing elements in place
- More interactions avaliable by having the choice of scrolling or clicking between pages
- Can only click to progress within some pages to implicitly close the section and open up the
next
- Visual design layout changed thematically, more integration of graphics
- More scrolling pages rather than stagnant, shorter ones
- Can now leave the exercise at any time and choose a different one by clicking the ‘x’ signifier
within the top right corner. This allows support nonlinear modes of information browsing
(Foster, 2005)

Iteration two evaluation
Despite these improvements, there are still quite a few things I would like to improve on; these
are listed below.

Pros:

- More interative side scrolling
- Better transition from landing
page to exercisemain menu
- Multiple affordances
- Finish sequence let’s users feel
accomplished
- Better integration of graphics
within first pages

Cons:

- Interaction design can be improved
(maybe have instructions pop up
when img is clicked or hovered?)
- Instructional pages seem static
- Visual design on introductory and
exercise pages are still slightly
discontinuous

MOBILE WIREFRAMES:
Iteration one

I made the mobile wireframes and heavily
based this design on the desktop ones, seen
above. The biggest change between these
platforms was the resizing of screen
elements, and also the interactions between
them. These were easy enough to integrate
however, as I had already mapped out the
interactions between the desktop
wireframes, it was just a matter of
appropriating. The affordances between the
desktop and mobile are listed below:

Touch/swipe to
flick through
the different
exercise options

- Click -> touch
- Scroll -> swipe

WIREFRAME
INTERACTION KEY:

Touch

Swipe

Touch or
swipe

MOBILE WIREFRAMES:

Although long, scrolling
pages are also apparent, I also
included a side-scrolling
navigation to better adapt to
the ergonimics of a swiping
motion.
Swipe to
flick through
the steps
WIREFRAME INTERACTION KEY:
Touch

Swipe

Touch or
swipe

MOBILE WIREFRAMES:
Touch to select answer,
next question will appear

Touch
Swipe

Back to
main menu

Touch or
swipe

MOBILE WIREFRAMES:
Iteration one evaluation
Overall I was pretty happy with my mobile wireframes. Most of the comments were the same
as for the deskup wireframes, however it’s not possible to include more afforances as you can’t
hover on a mobile device. Any other action imput would be superfluous (i.e. imputs such as
shaking never works).

Iteration two
For iteration two, I only made a few changes as compared to iteration one. These include:
- making the introductory pages side swiping as this is more ergonomic and comforable for the user
- making the ‘your turn’ page back into a vertically scrolling one as users may be confused to the
sudden change in page structure

Forward to
instruction
page

Back to
instructions
page

Forward to
review page

USER FLOW:

USER FLOW:

The user flow for this
website is quite simple, this is as
once the exercise has been chosen
it needs to be done chronologically
in order to make the most out of
the learning progression, as stated
above.

Click

INTERACTION
KEY:

Scroll
Click or
Scroll

DESKTOP
AND
MOBILE
MOCKUPS:

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
Implicit scrolling between
pages through universal
signifiers.

Users can either click this arrow
or they can scroll down to the
next page. This expands the
affordances possible, hence
giving the user more freedom.

Although these are seperate
pages, the graphics in
between them are
continuous. From these
graphics, the user actively
creates a continuous narrative
by making “intertextual and
extratextual” (Dyer, 2017)
links between the mountain
graphic and our world through
Gestalt laws (Xu and Miller,
2015).

Button to go to the next page.
This also implicitly seperates
of the webpages, as the user
realises that the introductory
landing page sequence is
over.

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
Users can click on the respective circles or use
the arrows to select which exercise they’d like
to do. This supports nonlinear modes of
information browsing (Foster, 2005) as the
user feels like they have more choices and
control.

Use of negative space was used extensively throughout,
blending the thematic graphics of the website into it’s background. This negative space also forms large margins throughout the website which makes the user feel more comfortable
within the webpage (Hagen and Golom- bisky, 2013), also
providing consistency

Materals needed and
time. This helps the
user to make informed
decisions on which
exercise they’d like to
do accordingly to their
context.

Stylised button to
begin the chosen
exercise

Informal language is used
throughout the website to
foster a sense of
friendliness and
personality, aiding the
process of “informal
learning” (Manuti, 2015)

Users can either click this arrow or they can
simply scroll, making the website more
interactive through side scrolling. This
provides users with the engagement of
digital novelty and interaction (Hekkert,
Snelders and Wieringen, 2003).

Exit conditional, allowing users
to leave the exercise whenever
they see fit. This supports
non-committed browsing
(Kalbach, 2007).

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
Long scrolling pages implicitly
builds relationships between
the information being presented as the user sees the different
‘sub-categories’ as linked
together. Additionally, users
also favour long scrolling pages
as opposed to a tab system
(Peytchev, Couper, McCabe and
Crawford, 2006).

Combination of formal, typed
text and written. This is also
reflective of the playful nature
of the graphic background.

The information is formatted and
broken down into it’s main sections
to create a clear and logical
information hierachy. The column
formatting also supplements a
modular layout of text (Hagen and
Golombisky, 2013).

Interactive scrolling element
showcasing the theory written
above. This will be explained in
more depth on the next page.

Back to top feature moves with the
user as they scroll, and when
clicked the webpage will quickly
scroll back to the top. This shortens
navigation paths for the user to
create a rapid browsing process,
correlating with positive user
feedback (Cockburn and McKenzie,
2000).

DESKOP MOCKUPS:

This interactive scrolling element is an interactive
demonstration of the principle mentioned in the
paragraph above (that being simplifying a scene
into it’s composite shapes).
As the user scrolls, the page will briefly not
continue to move down, rather, the image will
fade whilst another set of outlines will appear.
This will practically and visually demonstrate the
principle of subdividing a composition. This
supports not only an engaging method of
learning, but it makes the user extremely active
within the learning process. Additionally, this
supports visual learning and correlates it to tactile
learning (as the user must scroll for the animated
sequence to continue).

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
The logo and progress bar will
always stay on the screen and
follow the user, as this allows for
learners to gauge their progress
throughout the exercise.

Paragraphs are given generous spacing
to make the viewing more diestable.
This negative space also supplements
the graphic theme, mentioned
previously.

The instructional page design is
predominantly image and graphic
orientated, as this provides a more
positive user viewing experience
(Djamasbi, Siegel, and Tullis, 2010) as
opposed to heavy slabs of text on a
webpage. This also mimics the design of
a media based webpage, something
which internet users are familiar with.

Interactive hover instructions.
This will be explained in detail on
the next page.

Back to top arrow

As ablove, users can either click
these navigational arrows or
scroll to continue onto the next
page.

DESKOP MOCKUPS:

As users hover over an image,
its correlated instructions will
pop up in a bubble next to it.

Chunking and hiding the
information this way not only
breaks down the content
down into digestable steps,
but creates a sense of novelty;
of which user positively
responds to (Hekkert,
Snelders and Wieringen,
2003)

This hovering also allows users to
participate through “interactive
media” (Dyer, 2017), allowing for a
greater capacity for learning.

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
Interactive quiz which tests and solidifies the knowledge and
content taught in the exercise. This will be multiple choice, and is
signified by the empty check box, which is rooted within our
contextual frame. Thus, this triggers instant user recognition
derivative of cultural conventions and constraints (Norman, 1999).

Summative statement which praises and further
encourages the user to keep learning. This is also
written within a stylised ‘bubble,’ making the page
more playful.

Having a tick link to the next page makes the user feel
more accomplished, and also implied the end of the
exercise. Although users can track this through the top
progress bar, this is a solidified communication of
finalisation.

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
Colloquial use of an
idiom to make the
content more
relatable.

External links are also provided to
other sharing sites for urban
sketching, positively increasing the
webpage’s potential for
interactivity (Warnick, Xenos,
Endres and Gastil, 2005) between
users and the rest of the web.

Users are allowed to upload
photos of their own sketches to
the website. This increases user
interaction and furthers learning
through social constructivism.

Users can comment and like other
people’s work, fostering a sense of
community.

There is no profile aspect on this
website, however users can
comment on other’s work by logging
in externally through email or social
media.

DESKOP MOCKUPS:
Graphic functions as a background, as well as
a image. This is crucial to our modern
context as imaging has developed from an
aesthetic accompaniment “into a dynamic...
subject” (Huang, Liu and Shao, 2016).

Mimics the first
landing page, creating
a cyclical learning
journey of sorts. This
self-referential visual
structure also implicity
makes the user reflect
on what they have
learned, solidifying
learning rentention.

Final page congratulating users on
completing the tutorial. This will
only appear once all exercises
have been completed.

MOBILE MOCKUPS:

The phone mockups made are extremely similar
to the deskop, as to keep the website despite
changes in viewing platforms. This was also a
large part of why the website is heavily graphics
based, as these vector shapes can easily be
moved around and adjusted appropriately to
size restrictions.

Users can swipe sideways or touch
the arrow. This directional page
navigation was changed to be
horizontal as it is more ergonomic
for the user to swipe sideways on
mobile.

Touch button
for next page

MOBILE MOCKUPS:
Users can touch the
arrow or swipe
horizontally to
browse through the
exercises,

To select the exercise, users can
can either swipe up or touch the
screen to select. This formatting
allots for a greater range of
affordances possible (Norman,
1999)

Progress bar, as with the desktop,
this will also stay on the screen as
users scroll through and engage
with the exercises.

Must swipe right or touch the
directional arrow to move onto
the next webpage

MOBILE MOCKUPS:
Like the desktop version, the
mobile website will include long
scrolling pages.

The text has been formatted to be larger for
accessibility issues, making the viewing
experience easier for those on mobile. The
column blocks of text have also been altered
to adjust to the different framing nature of
the mobile.

Whilst the desktop website includes an
interactive scrolling animation, this is simply
impractical for the mobile. Hence, this
animated scrolling will be translated into a
looped gif sequence, still visually displaying
the same content as the desktop version.

GIF SEQUENCE

Back to top feature is still applicable to the
mobile rendition of the website.

Navigational arrows

MOBILE MOCKUPS:
This page is essentially a giant long scrolling one. As you can’t have
a hover function on mobile, the desktop interactions with the
images simply aren’t possible. Hence to solve this all the instruction
had to be shown on the one page, as it’s best to show the
instruction and image as a pair (which is why I didn’t use a pop up
window when touched). Initially I was worried about the length of
the page, however I soon realised that scrolling pages have been so
long a part of our mobile usage. Thus, this webpage is essentially
reflextive of a newsfeed. This layout hence creates links (Dyer,
2017) between the webpage and other external media and social
media apps.
The images are enlargened on the webpage as the mobile device
screen is smaller, allowing for appropriate accessability when
viewing.

As with the desktop webpage, an
interactive quiz is featured at the end
of the exercise. Users will interact with
this by touching the checkbox to select
it.

The summary ‘pop up’
was modified and made
into another page in
order to adjust and
accomodate to the
difference in the screen
size.

Users can
swipe back,
however they
must touch to
‘click’ forward

MOBILE MOCKUPS:
As with the desktop variation of the
website, a sharing feature is added to
encourage users to not only complete
the tutorial, but to also extend the
skills learned here into other contexts.

External links to other websites
showcasing urban sketching
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